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Economy

Monetary Policy Statement

 The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) is scheduled to announce Monetary
Policy Statement (MPS) for the next two months on Friday 22nd January,
2021. We expect policy rate to remain unchanged at current level of 7.0%.
 Monthly inflation has started to descend with the latest numbers in Dec20, showing a trend break; down by 0.7% m/m since Apr-20 thanks a swift
decline in food prices (food prices down by 2.1%m/m).
 Going forward we expect inflation to stay upbeat in coming months but
we do not expect a rate hike anytime sooner, and SBP will remain
accommodative in it policy making.
Status quo expected in upcoming monetary policy announcement
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) is scheduled to announce Monetary Policy
Statement (MPS) for the next two months on Friday 22nd January, 2021.
We expect policy rate to remain unchanged at current level of 7.0%. As per market
survey, 75-80% respondents maintain an ‘unchanged’ view on upcoming
monetary policy whereas a less than 10-15% were of the view of a ‘hike’ and less
than 5% view policy rate ‘cut’ in upcoming monetary policy decision.
Looking at Dec-20 numbers, inflation seems to have moderated
Monthly inflation has started to descend with the latest numbers in Dec-20,
showing a trend break; down by 0.7% m/m since Apr-20 thanks a swift decline in
food prices (food prices down by 2.1%m/m). Moreover on a y/y basis, Dec-20
inflation came down to nearly a 21-mth low; +7.97% (last Feb-19; 6.8%).
Real Interest rate are slightly higher than SBP comfort zone
Rates adjusted for 3m forward inflation (CPI: +7.9%e) as for now remains slightly
out of SBP comfort target of 0%, at negative 0.9%. This in upcoming months is
likely to get even more uncomfortable topping at 2.0-2.5% by Mar-20 onwards.
Industrial growth has picked pace post Covid19
Domestic industrial demand has so far responded sharply to form a ‘V’ shape
recovery. In months leading up to Nov-20, key consumer spending leading
indicators, Auto, Cements and OMC sales are showing up promising growth
numbers. The Large-scale Manufacturing (LSM) index by November is up by
nearly +14.5%, suggesting a reduced drag on overall economy.
Credit growth however remain relatively stuck
However, credit growth still remain anaemic. Despite the monetary easing, SBP
loan restructuring/deferred incentives and government fiscal relief packages, by
Nov-20, overall credit to private sector business stood at PKR 6.02trn which
roughly equally to Feb-20 outstanding balance.
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Outlook: Inflation to stay upbeat in coming months
Going forward we expect inflation to stay upbeat in coming months, owing to
electricity tariff revision, rising trend in international commodity prices, and
moreover with recent c/a deficit of USD 0.6bn for the month of Dec-20 will start
putting pressure on PKR/USD parity going forward.
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But poses less chances of rate hike anytime sooner
In Fy21 SBP has set an inflation target of 7-9%, with lower bound range based on
‘absence of demand pressure’, and our assumption is close to SBP range at 8.8%.
While admittedly inflation is likely to settle in the said range of SBP, but given
the recent demand come back and along with it non-food inflation the possibility
of further rate cut seems far-fetched idea as of now. Having said that we also do
not expect a rate hike anytime sooner, and SBP will remain accommodative in it
policy making.
Exhibit: Policy Rate

Exhibit: Monthly inflation and Real rate

Policy rate slashed by 625bps in 2020
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Exhibit: Global Commodity prices

Exhibit: Yield Curve

Global Commodity prices in up-cycle

From a yield curve inversion in Jan-20, to yield curve have started to incorporate rate hike,
with LT 10yr bond now at 10%
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Exhibit: Credit to Private Sector

Exhibit: Large-Scale Manufacturing

Private sector credit on 3m trailing basis have shown little or no movement, with Nov-20
outstanding credit up by +2% y/y to PKR 6.0trn (~13% of the GDP)

Promising start of Covid19 recovery, Nov-20 LSM index up by 14%
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Important Disclaimer and Disclosures
Research Analyst(s) Certification: The Research Analyst(s) hereby certify that the views about the company/companies and the
security/securities discussed in this report accurately reflect his or her or their personal views and that he/she has not received and will not receive
direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report. The analyst(s) is principally
responsible for the preparation of this research report and that he/she or his/her close family/relative does not own 1% or more of a class of
common equity securities of the following company/companies covered in this report.
Disclaimer: The information and opinions contained herein are prepared by IGI Finex Securities Limited and is for information purposes only.
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all the information (including any recommendations or opinions expressed) contained in this
document (the information) is not misleading or unreliable, IGI Finex Securities Limited makes no representation as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information. Neither, IGI Finex Securities Limited nor any director, officer or employee of IGI Finex Securities Limited shall
in any manner be liable or responsible for any loss that may be occasioned as consequence of a party relying on the information. This document
takes no account of the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of investors, who shall seek further professional advice
before making any investment decision. The subject Company (ies) is a client of the IGI Finex Securities Limited and IGI Finex Securities offers
brokerage services to subject company (ies) on a regular basis, in line with industry practice. This document and the information may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by any
person or entity not a client of IGI Finex Securities Limited, else directed for distribution.
Rating system: IGI Finex Securities employs three tier ratings system, depending upon expected total return (return is defined as capital gain
exclusive of tax) of the security in stated time period, as follows:
Recommendation

Rating System

Buy

If target price on aforementioned security(ies) is more than 10%, from its last closing price(s)

Hold

If target price on aforementioned security(ies) is in between -10% and 10%, from its last closing price(s)

Sell

If target price on aforementioned security(ies) is less than -10%, from its last closing price(s)

Risk: Investment in securities are subject to economic risk, market risk, interest rate risks, currency risks, and credit risks, political and geopolitical
risks. The performance of company (ies) covered herein might unfavorably be affected by multiple factors including, business, economic, and
political conditions. Hence, there is no assurance or guarantee that estimates, recommendation, opinion, etc. given about the security (ies)/company
(ies) in the report will be achieved.
Basic Definitions and Terminologies used: Target Price: A price target is the projected price level of a financial security stated by an investment
analyst or advisor. It represents a security's price that, if achieved, results in a trader recognizing the best possible outcome for his investment,
Last Closing: Latest closing price, Market Cap.: Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying a company's shares outstanding by current
trading price. EPS: Earnings per Share. DPS: Dividend per Share. ROE: Return on equity is the amount of net income returned as a percentage
of shareholders’ equity. P/E: Price to Earnings ratio of a company's share price to its per-share earnings. P/B: Price to Book ratio used to compare
a stock's market value to its book value. DY: The dividend yield is dividend per share, divided by the price per share.
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